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I must apologize to you on least two counts. 'What I will have to say today is not

only obvious; it is old news. My critique has already been supplied by others in far more

detailed and sophisticated ways than I supply herein, and my prescription has already

been working its benefits for some time now. And yet, the obvious, I believe, must be

stated unambiguously and once and for all because of the miserable muddling that still

typifies much of the field. I herewith proclaim the death of ethnic studies as we know it,

While in the mood for a confessional and caveat, I'd like to add another. I trust

those on the right, who have derided ethnic studies as identity politics, victim studies, and

the like take cold comfort with my present declaration. I am not intent on characterizing

our field of studies and our three decades of labor as moribund and lifeless. Instead, I

hope that this paper will allow me to rethink with my colleagues our subject matters and

the commitments that underwrite them for the purpose of reanimating our intellectual

projects and our politics.

Ethnic studies scholars of my generation, when reflecting upon our freld, are wont

to wax nostalgic about the originating fire of educational and social transformation. Back

then, we might remember, we shared a cornmon purpose un¿ *.r" energized by injustices

and inequities visited upon us and by the expansive promise of democracy. These days,

we might demur, our colleagues seen¡ ignorant of or refuse those beginnings, and they

appear more intent on promoting themselves and their careers than the communities that
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constitute their subject matters and sometimes their benefactors, having caned out the

very positions occupied by those latter-day "paper sons." Fakes with fraudulent

credentials, those fictive kin are not only oblivious to any familial obligation or debt,

some of us confide, but they are also and more despicably crass opportunists, who hustle

the academic marketplace.

Now with hindsight, I must confess, our choice of subject matter and the politics

that informs it were flawed, shortsighted, and reactionary. Our beginnings were not all so

golden' we figured race as the central object of study and racial politics as the means

toward our liberation' We diagnosed the problem conectly insofar as hegemony, in the

form of white racial politics, mandated inclusions and exclusions in textbooks, the

curriculum' the racial formation, and we pursued its counter -- colored racial politics that

sought inclusion even as it excluded more or less whites, the inauthentic, the wider social

formation of class, gender, sexuality, and nation. We've since had diffident relationships

with those constituent parts of the social formation, wedded as we are to the racial

formation.

Let me expand upon this a bit. We all know how ethnic studies began as a move

of self-described "Third World peoples" for self-determination, to overthrow the yoke of

colonialism both abroad and at home. We found shength in ihe solidarity of peoples of

color both within the U.S. and in the Third World. The Algerian and Cuban revolutions

were popular poster resistances. We, Asian Americans, took particular inspiration from

the determined struggles of the Vietnamese peoples in their protracted wars for freedom

and from the successful revolution in Ching, where Mao's linle red book and his ideas of

cultural and global insurgencies inspired dread among the elites of our country.
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Despite those transnational origins, most of us, led by men, promoted nationalist

agendas. We eagerly sought spaces within our America, a self-constituting soil wherein

our past lay buried like the roots of stunted, wind-blown trees. We in Asian American

studies imagined ourselves Chinatown cowboys, wailed "aiiieeeee," and strived to find

and name our homebase. Whether out of the frenzy of manly discovery or the sheer

weight of trying to survive within a hostile and intractable academy, many of us failed to

reflect upon our orientations and their consequences for the field we were so busily

establishing. The compelling magnetism of nationalism, drawn from the constitutions of

emerging nation-states in anti-colonial struggles, was irresistible in our rhetoric and

models of internal colonialism and the liberation of mind and body. That to me was the

largest failure of the internal colonial hypothesis - the nationalist analog. Patterned on

European states, the rise of nation promoted homogeneity and repressed heterogeneities

for the sake of union. It was also and obviously patriarchal and hostile to feminist

critiques and aspirations.

Although common to all ethnic studies fields inclusive of African American,

Asian American, Latina/o, and Native American studies, nationalism was not the entirety

of ethnic studies. Prominently, some African American studies Programs were built

around pan-African and diasporic approaches, but this too followed a European model.

During the late nineteenth century, in the noonday of European imperialism, whiteness

and white supremacy eclipsed narratives of nation and créated homogenizing and

universalizing racialized distinctions of white and nonwhite to sustain the new world

order of empire. In resistance to. that global whiteness arose negritude and pan-

Africanism, the former, a reaction to an alleged European cultural superiority and the
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latter, a solidarity built upon the supposed unity of a race invented by Europeans.

Although politically potent, blackness mirrors an essentializing whiteness, and therewith

bears the truths and falsehoods of its original. Similarly, the idea of the black Atlantic is

liberatory, but is also a reactionary construct to a prior, white Atlantic civilization. Africa

too, this version tells, was integral to the Atlantic world of Europe and Europe's

Americas.

Ethnic studies, as v/e have grown to know it, was created by whiteness. White

racial politics, whether at home or abroad, sired its opposition, colored racial politics,

Oppression, of course, occasioned resistance, but the form of that resistance needn't have

mimicked the master narratives and practices. As feminists have pointed out, white

feminization of colored men needn't be deconstructed with the instruments of white

manliness. In truth, feminist interventions have offered some of the most potent critiques

of racialized/gendered politics, including the problematics and prospects of difference,

identity politics, experience and truth, and Third World feminism.

In the past, racial politics provided the necessary glue for empowerment. V/hites

defined the field of contest. They named themselves and others, and designated members

and non-members of their community. Exclusions promoted desires for inclusions by

non-members - integration - but they also launched nationalisms patterned upon the

original. Today, separatism, begun as self-determination, is normalized such that the

U.S. Census counts and thetewith allocates resources in large -'rururc on the basis of

racialized categories, and fifty percent of America's youth, according to a 1999 national

poll, express comfort with the idea of a racially segregated society as long as everyone
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has equal opportunities. We might yet see the return of the past in the notion of separate,'

but equal.

The once radical strategy of colored politics plays into the hands of the dealer --

white politics -- by reifying race and its assumed salience and solitude, by equating

significance and democracy with numbers, and by erecting barriers to discourage and

restrict border crossings. And is it possible that what was once temporary -- a strategic

essentialism, a means toward an end -- has become, like other bureaucracies, academic

disciplines, and politics extravagant and self-perpetuating? Ethnic studies, so defìned, is

at an intellectual and political dead end.

Instead, ethnic studies and our politics should embrace the social and not racial

formation, and insist that race, gender, class, sexuality, and nation âre related social

constructions -- the systematic exercises of power to maintain privilege and poverty.

Those social constructions can be multiply or singly, simultaneously or serially

expressed, and they constitute an interlocking whole such that race is gendeted, classed,

sexualized, and nationalized, gender raced, classed, sexualized, and nationalized, and so

forth. rJ/e know that. Further, we recogn ize that those social categories and the

hierarchies they produce have been defended by religion, genealogy and kinship, abilities

and merit, and science, and they have been disguised as unstated assumptions and as

universalisms colrunon to all societies. They have also been muted as supposed singular.

entities, solitary and unique, separate and distant one from another.

Presented mainly as binary oppositions, those social constructions resist third and

multiple positions. Thus, for example, the Asian American subject is obstreperous

because it lies both inside and outside the disciplines of race, gender, sexuality, class, and
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nation. It constitutes a third position that is neither one nor the other, removing the

necessity of either/or and presenting choices of either/or, both, and all. It sits at the

congresses of alleged extremes, revealing that binaries meet, and its ambiguous natures,

arising from its middling location, can lead to doubts over the sureties of the binaries

themselves. Accordingly, the Asian American subject is commonly ignored, frequently

banished to one or the other end of the binary, or routinely described as curious,

eccentric, or deviant. The U.S. legal category of nonwhite or what white is not, for

instance, \r/as necessitated in part to accommodate Asians who were racialized as neither

white nor black. And so-called deviant Asian bodies help to explain how Asians could be

lesser men, as assigned, by their feminization or inferior women, as supposed, because of

their manly drives and sexual desires. As perversions of nature, presumably, Asians

resembled freaks or singular bodies that at times threaten the very limits of normality,

indeed of humanity. V/hetherrelegated to sideshows or explained as curiosities, they are

trivialized.

But more than that, polysemous Asian bodies are glossed and reduced by creating

taxonomies such as "nonwhite" and "deviance" that preserve the binaries (and hence their

hierarchies) and essentialize differences. Thus, when racializations shift from black and

white to white and nonwhite, the racial binary is preserved, albeit with new categories,

and Africans, Asians, Latina/os, indeed all negations of whiteness are assimilated by the

catch-all class, nonwhite, whatever. (A similar boggling aiversity is homogenized as

white.) And when genderings of Asians move from man ind woman to normal and

deviant genders and woman, and sexullizations shift.from homosexual and heterosexual

to normal and deviant sexualities, the gender and sexual binaries remain along with their
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valuations of normality and perversion. The genius of the categories nonwhite and

deviance rests with their erasures of third (and more) positions that enlist complications,

but also reveal the bond and coherence between supposed polar extremes.

Border crossers such as multiracials, transgenders, bisexuals, class-traitors, and

transnationals, like Asian Americans, defy binaries by embodying and producing

hybridities. At the same time, multiplicities do not of themselves liberate, and they can

readily be absorbed with the sponge of hype and cosmopolitanism or rendered mute with

the familiar refrain, "we are all hybrids," "there are no classes in the U.S.," and "we are

all global citizens." Still, border crossers and Asian bodies are at once dangerous and

seductive, because they def the organizational principles of West and East, white and

black, man and \ryoman, heterosexual and homosexual. They repel as well as attract and

are at once an allure and a peril.

Although a veritable flood, the critique of social constructions have not saturated

our intellectual musings and political practices in ethnic studies. (Their articulations, the

articulations of race, gender, sexuality, class, and nation, have not yet found their full

explanation.) Albeit creations of the imaginary, racializations persist because white

racial politics mandates them. We also witness their power in how they have structured

our lives and circumscribed our life's chances. They have material effects. But our

resistance against white racial politics needn't be solely or even principally colored racial

politics. \ile must find a way to free ourselves from the bonds of white supremacy and

our choices of the past. If we can construct solidarities made in America - as "African

Americans," ".r{merican Indians," "Asia,n Americans," "Latina}os" - we can re-construct

solidarities for the new millennium.
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replicating rather than resisting the status quo.2 Race-based ethnic studies is essentially

conservative intellectually and politically. Adrienne Rich's criticism of U.S. feminism

applies equally to ethnic s.tudies. Rich scored feminism's retreat to "versions of female

oppression which neglect both female agency and female diversity, in which 'safe$r' for

women becomes valued over risk taking, and woman-only space - often a strategic

necessity - becomes a place of emigration, an end in itself." Instead, she proposed,

feminists should carry on "a conversation with the world."3

And that global conversation should be enjoined with the twin recognition of the

falsity and reality of race. Although a fiction, we know that race structures self and self s

choices. I am not calling for an end to race-thinking. What I am calling for, already

called for by many others before me, is the reorientation of our field away from "ethnic"

studies or "Asian American" studies to a study of social formations - a shift not only in

name but also in substance. If the problem of the twentieth century was the color line, it

was because white and colored racial politics made it so. Instead, the problem of the

twenty-first century will more accurately be the social formation in its fullness.

2 George Lipsiø, "Who'll Stop the Rain? Youth Culture, Rock 'n' Roll, and Social Crises," in The Sixtie:
From Memory to History, edited by David Farber (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1994),

224,227.
3 Adrienne Rich, "Living the Revolution," ll/omen's Review of Boolcs 3:12 (September 1986), 3.
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